Multimillion-atom molecular dynamics simulation of indentation of nanocrystalline silicon carbide reveals unusual deformation mechanisms in brittle nanophase materials, resulting from the coexistence of brittle grains and soft amorphous grain boundary phases. Simulations predict a crossover from intergranular continuous deformation to intragrain discrete deformation at a critical indentation depth. The crossover arises from the interplay between cooperative grain sliding, grain rotations, and intergranular dislocation formation similar to stick-slip behavior. The crossover is also manifested in switching from deformation dominated by indentation-induced crystallization to deformation dominated by disordering, leading to amorphization. This interplay between deformation mechanisms is critical for the design of ceramics with superior mechanical properties.
Multimillion-atom molecular dynamics simulation of indentation of nanocrystalline silicon carbide reveals unusual deformation mechanisms in brittle nanophase materials, resulting from the coexistence of brittle grains and soft amorphous grain boundary phases. Simulations predict a crossover from intergranular continuous deformation to intragrain discrete deformation at a critical indentation depth. The crossover arises from the interplay between cooperative grain sliding, grain rotations, and intergranular dislocation formation similar to stick-slip behavior. The crossover is also manifested in switching from deformation dominated by indentation-induced crystallization to deformation dominated by disordering, leading to amorphization. This interplay between deformation mechanisms is critical for the design of ceramics with superior mechanical properties.
The great interest in nanostructured ceramics originates from the observations and expectations of unique mechanical properties (1-3) in these materials. Examples include very high hardness, high fracture toughness, and superplastic behavior in normally brittle ceramics. Silicon carbide is of particular interest because of its potential technological applications in high-temperature structural and electronic components (4) . Although enhanced mechanical properties are often associated with the reduction in grain sizes, it has recently been conjectured (5) that nanostructured ceramics might exhibit an inverse HallPetch effect; that is, hardness decreases when grain size decreases in the nanoscale grain-size regime. Such peculiar behavior has been observed in ductile nanophase materials (e.g., nanostructured metals) with porous grain boundaries (GBs) by means of simulations (6) (7) (8) and experiments (9) . The behavior was attributed to a crossover from dislocation-mediated plasticity for large grain size to GB sliding for small grain size (10, 11) . A similar mechanistic understanding in ceramics is still lacking. In contrast with nanostructured metals, nanostructured ceramics have an increased volume fraction of disordered intergranular films, which are observed both experimentally (12) and by means of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (13, 14) . In particular, for brittle ceramics such as SiC, mechanical properties such as toughness are essentially determined by soft (often amorphous) GB phases (12) . Recent experiments (15) of nanoindentation of nanocrystalline SiC (n-SiC) films with grain sizes of 5 to 20 nm have shown Bsuperhardness,[ i.e., hardness largely exceeding that of a bulk crystalline SiC (3C-SiC). The experimental hardness was shown to be sensitive to the grain size and the fraction of the amorphous GB phase. However, their effects on mechanical responses at the atomistic level are largely unknown.
The MD simulations consisted of a 625Â625Â535 ) 3 n-SiC substrate containing 18.7 million atoms, which had randomly oriented grains with diameters averaging 8 nm and a density of 2.97 g/cm 3 at a temperature of 300 K (16) . Structural ordering in GBs is analyzed by means of a partial pair distribution function g(r), which quantifies the probability of finding two atoms at an interatomic distance r. The function g(r) for Si-C pairs is plotted in Fig. 1A (solid line), and it reveals a lack of longrange order, similar to that of bulk amorphous SiC (a-SiC) (dashed line). This is in contrast to a sharp-peak structure of g(r) in a 3C-SiC shown in the inset of Fig. 1A . Visual inspection of the substrate reveals the presence of highly disordered GBs with a more or less uniform thickness. The n-SiC can be thought of as a substrate with two coexisting phases: crystalline inside the grains and amorphous in the GBs. Amorphous GBs were also observed in experimentally sintered n-SiC (17, 18) .
To shed light on the atomistic mechanisms underlying mechanical response of n-SiC, we indented the substrate with a square-base indenter of size 160Â160Â72 )
3
. Nanoindentation is a unique local probe to measure mechanical properties of materials (19) (20) (21) (22) . Even though experimental indenters are round on this scale, a square-base indenter helps to maximize the applied stress and the localized plastic flow in the material (23) on length and time scales available to simulations. The resulting load-displacement (P-h) curve is shown in Fig. 1B (solid line), together with two unloading curves (dashed lines). The P-h response exhibits four characteristic regimes.
Regime 1 is entirely elastic and ends at h 0 7.5 ). Regime 2 extends up to the crossover depth h CR È 14.5 ) and is characterized by a very small hysteresis during unloading as com- pared with a much more pronounced plastic yield at h CR . The small plastic flow is related to the nonequilibrium structure of the amorphous interfaces, which can relax within a short migration distance (24) . A similar effect has been observed during MD simulations of bulk a-SiC (25) . Because up to h CR the amorphous Bcementlike[ GBs hold the grains together, regimes 1 and 2 are characterized by cooperative continuous intergranular response. The cooperative motion of grains is identified by analyzing atomic displacements. It involves both formation of mesoscopic shear planes involving several grains and coupling to grains outside of the area directly beneath the indenter to form an extended elastic zone. Formation of mesoscopic shear planes has been previously observed in MD simulations of nanocrystalline Ni (26) .
Regime 3 starts when amorphous GBs yield plastically at h CR È 14.5 ) and henceforth grains are effectively decoupled from one another. The substrate contains a small number of nanopores, which collapse under the indenter, thereby reducing the yield stress. In experimental nanoceramics, the volume fraction of pores can be as high as 20% (27, 28) . The crystalline phase within the grains does not yield until the onset of regime 4 at h 0 18.5 ). This response is distinct from that of nanostructured metals, in which a dislocation within the grain is nucleated at the onset of substrate yielding (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . Discrete plastic events, such as a dislocation glide, take place within the grains in close proximity to the indenter and are reflected in the rougher character of the P-h curve. Similar periodic load drops have been observed for the nanoindentation in bulk 3C-SiC. In the case of n-SiC, the load drops are much less pronounced than in 3C-SiC (25) , because the calculated load is averaged over a few grains covered by the indenter and the discrete events in a grain are decoupled from those in the neighboring grains. The decoupling from grains not lying directly beneath the indenter is shown in Fig.  2A , in which atoms are color coded by DR CM , the total displacement of the centers of mass of individual grains from their positions before indentation. The localization of deformation is much more pronounced in regimes 3 and 4 than in 1 and 2.
The crossover from cooperative mechanical response of coupled grains to discrete intergranular events is shown in Fig. 2B , where we plot the average displacement bDr CM À of the grains_ centers of mass calculated relative to the previous indentation step. The coupling of grains in regime 1 is manifested as the peak of bDr CM À at h È 7.5 ); in regime 2, the coupling slowly decreases until it becomes negligible at the onset of regime 3. In regime 4 (h Q 18.5 )), the motion of grains is decoupled and bDr CM À oscillates around a constant value of È0.15 ). The oscillations in bDr CM À are correlated with the small load drops in the P-h response. They correspond to the interplay between the sliding of individual grains, grain rotations, dislocation formation inside the grains, and coupling of grains in the extended elastic zone underneath the plastic one. Examples of discrete plastic events are shown in Fig. 2 , C to E. In Fig. 2C , we visualize displacements of atoms at h 0 29 ) relative to their positions at the previous indentation step. Figure 2 , D and E, for h 0 26.5 and 27 ), respectively, show a unit dislocation with Burgers vector 1 2 E101^gliding in (111) plane through a grain structure containing Shockley partial dislocations and stacking faults (SFs). These SFs exist on every second A111Z plane below the green line in Fig. 2, D and E, forming a thin bilayer of hexagonal (wurtzite) structure in the facecentered cubic (zinc-blende) structure of crystalline grains. This type of defect is similar to twin boundaries observed in indentation experiments of nanocrystalline aluminum (34) , where SFs are formed on the neighboring A111Z planes. Schockley partial dislocations, SFs, and twins have also been observed experimentally in 3C-SiC (35, 36) .
The crossover and localization of deformation are also manifested in the rotation of grains. 
as blue a rectangular box inside the nth grain and calculate its rotation angle a(n) averaged over all atoms inside the box. The standard deviation S(n) from the mean a(n) is a measure of the grain_s deformation. After plastic yielding of the amorphous GBs at h CR , grain 52, lying directly beneath the indenter, experiences a tremendous shear and undergoes both large rotation and deformation (black curves in Fig. 3C ). On the other hand, a neighboring grain 71, not lying directly under the indenter, does not rotate or deform during indentation (blue curves in Fig. 3C ). This localization of deformation is due to decoupling of grains in regimes 3 and 4. Some of the grains in the indenter vicinity exhibit a behavior similar to stick-slip behavior. For example, grain 36 (red curves in Fig. 3C ) shows a sudden jump in rotation a(36) and deformation S(36) at h È 12 ), which is accompanied by a release of accumulated shear stress through a dislocation glide. After the stress has been released, the grain mainly rotates Eincreasing a(36) and nearly constant S(36)^. (zinc-blende) and hexagonal (wurtzite) structure, the latter denoted with the stacking b ¶c ¶b ¶. In (E), a black arrow in the E112^direction is a projection of the Burgers vector of the perfect dislocation. After the glide, the dislocation core (dc) becomes pinned at the zinc-blende/wurtzite boundary.
The observed crossover is correlated to a competition between crystallization and disordering in the substrate. To study this effect, we analyzed topological disorders based on the analysis of rings, where a ring is defined as the shortest closed path of alternating Si-C atomic bonds (37) . Each atom in a perfect 3C-SiC has 12 unique threefold rings (these are ordered atoms), and a topological disorder is reflected in the presence of rings that are not threefold (disordered atoms). In Fig. 4A , all atoms that remain ordered from the beginning up to h 0 18.5 ) are white, and all atoms that remain disordered in the same range are yellow. The other atoms (blue and red) undergo changes in topological order, where the two competing deformation mechanisms are: ordering (crystallization) of atoms at the edges of GBs (blue) and disordering of atoms (red) in the grains. Crystallization of n-SiC has been observed experimentally during densification in the sintering process (38) , and it may be responsible for the interfacial migration and small plastic flow in regime 2 of the P-h response. Even though both mechanisms are operating in the entire range of h, there is a clear switch from deformation dominated by crystallization in regimes 1 and 2 to deformation dominated by disordering in regimes 3 and 4 ( Fig. 4B) , in which the fraction of disordered atoms takes the minimum value at h CR . The discussed disordering of atoms has been previously shown to lead to solid-state amorphization in a bulk 3C-SiC (23) .
Our estimate of n-SiC hardness (defined as maximum load divided by the cross-sectional area of the indenter) of 39 GPa is in agreement with experimental value of Bsuperhardness[ of 30 to 50 GPa for grain sizes of 5 to 20 nm (15) . These experimental measurements are sensitive to the grain size and to the fraction of amorphous intergranular phase (15, 39, 40) . This indicates an essential role of the interplay between discrete (crystalline) intragranular and continuous (amorphous) intergranular responses as a function of the length scale in determining mechanical properties, in particular for promising potential applications in advanced superhard nanostructured coatings, high-speed machining and tooling, or as potential materials for bio-implants. The twophase character of nanostructured ceramics results in a crossover between the two aforementioned responses, and this crossover sheds light on the competition between different deformation mechanisms underlying design and fabrication of nanostructured ceramics with enhanced mechanical properties. Water-cluster anions can serve as a bridge to understand the transition from gaseous species to the bulk hydrated electron. However, debate continues regarding how the excess electron is bound in (H 2 O) n -, as an interior, bulklike, or surface electronic state. To address the uncertainty, the properties of (H 2 O) n -clusters with 20 to 200 water molecules have been evaluated by mixed quantum-classical simulations. The theory reproduces every observed energetic, spectral, and structural trend with cluster size that is seen in experimental photoelectron and optical absorption spectra. More important, surface states and interior states each manifest a characteristic signature in the simulation data. The results strongly support assignment of surfacebound electronic states to the water-cluster anions in published experimental studies thus far.
Clusters are widely studied, both for their direct role in atmospheric and interstellar chemistry and for their intermediacy between gaseous and condensed phases, which renders them useful simplifying models for complex molecular processes in solution. Negatively charged water clusters have long been used as models to understand the hydrated electron in bulk water. Since its discovery in 1962 (1), the hydrated electron has been the subject of numerous experimental (2-5) and theoretical (6-10) studies for its wide-ranging role in chemical and biological electron transfer. A consistent physical picture of its structural, spectral, and dynamic properties has emerged, bolstered in part by details extracted from clusters (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . However, a key issue remaining with regard to the cluster data is whether the electron is bulklike, trapped in the cluster interior by oriented solvent molecules, or stabilized in a surface-bound state specific to the cluster environment. This issue bears critically on the relation of cluster observations to bulk properties and the transition from one regime to the other.
Here, we address the question through mixed quantum-classical molecular simulation, which allows the direct computation of the experimental observables for these clusters. We show that the available experimental energetic and spectral data are completely consistent with the conclusion that the anionic water clusters observed to date bind the excess electron on the surface, although the long-anticipated spontaneous transition to interior states is indicated for clusters in the range of 100 to 200 molecules.
Barnett et al. first identified surface states through a series of quantum mechanical simulations of negatively charged water clusters (11) . For their model, they found that clusters comprising approximately 8 to 32 water molecules bind the excess electron preferentially in a localized state on the cluster surface. The calculations predicted transition to compact hydrated electron-like interior states with increasing cluster size (32 G n G 64). These observations parallel the later theoretical discovery by Berkowitz and co-workers (27) that polarizable atomic anions preferentially adopt surface states in clusters as well (27) (28) (29) .
Experiments have provided indirect insight into the electronic structure. The comprehensive studies of photoelectron spectra in clustersize-selected molecular beams by Coe et. al (15) led to an excellent correlation of the most probable vertical detachment energy E(VDE), the energy needed to remove an electron at the anion_s geometry^with the cluster size, n, through the largest cluster measured, n e 69. For clusters of n Q 11, the spectroscopic data fit well to a simple linear relationship in n -1/3 for the size dependence, based on a dielectric model assuming interior states (11) . Because the correlation line extrapolated to a value for the infinite cluster that was consistent with simulation of bulk solvated electrons in ambient water, the authors concluded that these clusters were consistent with hydrated electron-like interior states.
However, in an important theoretical work, Makov and Nitzan developed a continuum dielectric model to evaluate the energy and freeenergy differences between solvation of a spherical ion (or electron) in the center versus on the surface of a spherical solvent cluster and also estimated the VDEs (13) . For an ion of constant radius in a solvent with high dielectric constant, they showed that the free energy of transfer between the surface and interior of the cluster essentially vanishes. The VDE of a surface state for a negative ion was actually found to be slightly larger than for an ion at the center of the solvent shell. We note that for an electron that is expectedly more delocalized at the surface than in the interior, this difference should be compensated (or possibly overcompensated, thus reversing the VDE ordering). In addition, Makov and Nitzan showed that both interior and surface states manifest the linear scaling of the VDE with n -1/3 seen experimentally, so that this scaling did not distinguish the excess electron-binding morphologies (13) . Of particular importance, for the infinite cluster, both surface and interior states will therefore extrapolate to the same bulk limit. Hence, the experimental observation of an extrapolated value close to the bulk does not a priori distinguish between surface and interior states.
Later, Ayotte and Johnson (16) measured cluster-size-selected optical absorption spectra by photodestruction. The spectral peak positions also shift linearly with n -1/3 , consistent with an excited-state energy that also scales with cluster radius. The authors noted that the excited-state VDE slope was implicitly smaller than the ground-state slope, a result that would be in harmony with different radii for the excited and ground states. The energy gap between the ground and the excited states increased with cluster size, in accord with a contracting radius. They pointed out that, of the earlier simulated energies (11) , those for interior states were quantitatively closer to the
